experience the difference
Independent Australian titles for your readers
Jack and Mia

978-1925139730
Robert Vescio
Published: 1 October 2016
Wombat Books

Jack and Mia are best friends. They stick
together like paper and glue. Then the
unthinkable happens ... Mia’s family has to move
away. How can they prove that distance is
no barrier to friendship? A heartwarming
story about loneliness, acceptance and the
separation of close friends.

24.99

$

My Silly Mum
978-0994526557
Monique Mulligan
Published: 7 October 2016
Serenity Press

12.99

$

September-November 2016 All prices include GST

With delightful illustrations and a hearty sprinkling of humour
My Silly Mum captures the eye-rolling, face palming moments
of growing up with a mother who still remembers what it is like
to be a child.

TOM TOPP AND THE
GREAT ADVENTURE
SWAP

978-1925139754
Lisa Limbrick
Published: 1 September 2016
Wombat Books

Tom Topp is looking forward to the adventure of
a lifetime but when he suddenly breaks his leg
at soccer training everything changes. Instead
of going water skiing, hiking and ice skating,
Tom finds himself in a shopping mall with
his mum where the most embarrassing
things start happening!

9.99

$

Ruby Wishfingers:
Hide and Seek

978-1925139938
Deborah Kelly
Published: 1 November 2016
Wombat Books

Things keep disappearing and then reappearing
in the strangest of places! Dad can’t find his
lawnmower, until it mysteriously appears in an
upstairs hallway. And how on earth does Dad’s
jar of treats keep finding its way into little
brother Jellybean’s cot? It’s up to Ruby to
find out what’s going on. Get ready for
the greatest game of hide and seek
in this next adventure of Ruby
Wishfingers.

9.99

$
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Activate

978-1925139976
Adele Jones
Published: 1 October 2016
Rhiza Press

Blaine Colton is gone – but Josh Hammond’s
fight is far from over. With a closely guarded
identity, he exists isolated from his former life and
those he loves. The one enemy he can’t outrun
is himself. Desperate for a solution to his failing
health, Josh leaves the protection of his safe
house unapproved. Instead of a cure, he’s
left powerless against a cunning adversary.
Can he expose the lies of a criminal
mastermind, or will they succeed in
keeping him silent?

17.99

$

17.99

$

Integrate

Replicate

978-1925139099
Adele Jones
Published: 1 September
2014
Rhiza Press

978-1925139570
Adele Jones
Published: 1 October 2015
Rhiza Press

Trust the science - unless your life depends on it.

17.99

$

Blaine Colton had been handed a genetic death
sentence until revolutionary gene therapy changed
his life. Living a relatively normal existence,
he is called to an unscheduled post-treatment
appointment just weeks before his eighteenth
birthday. Informed that his life saving procedure
was never approved, he is held against his will for
his status as an apparent illegal GMO.

3

The truth. But at what price?
Blaine Colton is pulled into a chilling conspiracy
when he discovers embryonic clones with his
name on them. Convinced the research has
breached ethics agreements, he brings close
friends, Sophie and Jett Faraday, in on a scheme
to find answers. Immediate threats reveal not
everyone is happy about his discovery.

Jurisdictions

978-0994573605
Joye Knauf Alit
Published: 1 September 2016
Joye Knauf Alit

Does Adam’s mandate to ‘take dominion’ still
apply? What would it look like in God’s eyes
today? What will the ‘culmination of all things’
look like? Your Jurisdiction confirms that the
epic battle between Good and Evil does have
a conclusion. Through stories, scripture and
spiritual encounters (and occasional sprinkles
of humour) it shows that your personal
jurisdiction plays a strategic role towards
ultimately completing God’s Glorious
Dream.

17.99

$

Chocolate
Soldier

978-1925139860
Hazel Barker
Published: 1 October 2016
Rhiza Press

London, 1940. When World War II Breaks out
and men over eighteen are conscripted, Clarence
Dover, a conscientious ovjector, refuses to go
rather than compromise his principles. Instead
he joins the Friend’s Ambulance Unit. In the
end will he be able to hold his head up as
proudly as the rest and say, to save lives,
I risked my own? One man will stand
as God’s soldier, not the war’s
soldier.

19.99

$

4

Becoming Me

978-0994644305
Jo-Anne Berthelsen
Published: 1 October 2016
Jo-Anne Berthelsen

In Becoming Me, Jo-Anne Berthelsen shares her
own personal struggles with self-doubt, insecurity
and perfectionism and her journey towards
further self-understanding and freedom. Over
time, she learns to allow God’s love and grace
to do their transforming work, so that she can
become more of the person God created her
to be and live life with greater integrity.

17.99

$

Writing The
Dream

978-0994633736
Various
Published: 19 November 2016
Serenity Press

Writing the Dream shares the stories of twentyfour Australian writers, from emerging to
established authors. Some are traditionally
published, while others have taken the selfpublishing route. Some have faced rejection
after rejection, while others have had a
dream path. But, while their writing
journeys are different, all of them
strive to create, entertain, inspire
and inform.

26.99

$
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Once Confronted

978-1925139785
Lynne Stringer
Published: 1 October 2016
Rhiza Press

After a normal day turns disastrous, Madison
Craig tries to put her life back together. She’s
jumping at shadows and finds even familiar
places terrifying. Can she forgive the men
who hurt her? Her friend Evan Mansfield
sees no need to do anything but hate their
assailants. He struggles with bitterness,
but Maddy wants to move on. But what
will she do when one of the men asks
for forgiveness? Is it the only way
forward for her?

16.95

$

17.99

$

The Heir

The crown

The Reign

978-1921632440
Lynne Stringer
Published: 0
month 2013
Rhiza Press

978-1921632679
Lynne Stringer
Published: 1
November 2013
Rhiza Press

978-1921632709
Lynne Stringer
Published: 1 May
2013
Rhiza Press

Sarah hates the prestigious
high school she attends. Most
of the other students ignore
her. School is only made
tolerable by the presence of
Dan Bradfield, the boy she
adores. Dan is the heir to his
father’s multinational computer
company, but he is dating
Sarah’s best friend, Jillian.

17.95

$

Five months after arriving on
Verindon, Sarah’s coronation
is rapidly approaching. An
unknown enemy seems
determined to kill her before
she can be crowned. With
assassins all around her,
Keridan and his squad of
agents hide her to keep her
safe. But will the danger follow
her?
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17.95

$

As Sarah tries to live with
the knowledge that she and
Keridan can never be together,
she accepts a pledge of
allegiance from the graduating
class of agents. But this
allegiance will be tested when
an unexpected visitor arrives
on Verindon; a visitor with a
shocking secret. How will this
affect Sarah’s reign?

